
Khartoum and Juba should work for Soft border  

CEPO applauds His Excellency President of South Sudan and the President of Sudan for 

reaching consensuses in resolving the Comprehensive Peace Agreement–CPA outstanding issues 

and bilateral cooperation between the two states. 

It is an authentic decision for your Excellencies to reach a roadmap for normalizing and 

materializing the border trade between the two states. The blockages of trade at the borders have 

impacted negatively on the communities at the borders from both states. Among the worse 

negative impact is the issue of economic constraints of profit making for the Sudan border 

populace and commercial commodities scarcity for South Sudan bordering communities. 

CEPO observers deployed in the borders found that there are constraints rising at the borders 

besides the positive move done by the presidents of the two states (South Sudan and Sudan). 

Among the negative moves are; South Sudan and Sudan at unity state where officials belonging 

to Khartoum government keep on convincing the Masariya Arab tribe to move further to South 

Sudan lands and  they keep on promising provision of basic services and grazing chance to the 

Masiraya Arab tribe once they move further into South Sudan. 

The Sudan border communities’ traders revealed to CEPO observers that the security personnel 

of Sudan are harassing and intimidating them over trade with the south Sudan border 

communities.  They added that the security personnel on individual basis levy illegal taxes upon 

their goods in order to discourage trade with the South Sudanese border communities. 

While at the South Sudan and Sudan borders in upper Nile state, the communities at the borders 

disclosed to CEPO observers that, there are secret flows of arms from White Nile state of Sudan 

to some parts of Jonglei into the hands of George Anthor troops in hiding. 

CEPO is urging both governments in Juba and Khartoum to commit themselves for peace and 

stability at the borders. 

 

http://ceposouthsudan.com/?p=106

